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FRANK WILLIAMS : I’d say it’s a “20”—twice as bad as I ever thought it could be. It is 
as bad as it could be. 

PAUL ARNSTEIN: So, that’s your new “10”— it’s “worst possible pain.” Has your pain 
been constant or intermittent since you left the hospital? 

FRANK WILLIAMS : I constantly have the pain since I left the hospital, and sometimes 
it’s worse than others. 

PAUL ARNSTEIN: Frank, what if anything, have you noticed makes the pain worse? 

FRANK WILLIAMS : It wakes me up at night sometimes, but it’s always bad when I try 
to walk. And stairs, forget about it! 

PAUL ARNSTEIN: It sounds very upsetting. Do you feel mad, sad or frustrated? 

FRANK WILLIAMS: Yeah,  all of those feelings. Nothing is helping, and I should be 
better by now. 

PAUL ARNSTEIN: 
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PAUL ARNSTEIN: You have to be careful which antacid you take because many are 
high in sodium, which should be limited given your hypertension. Also, there is no 
perfect medicine that will eliminate pain or be free of potential harm. We consider 
individual risk and balance concerns for reducing pain, improving functioning, while 
avoiding treatment-related harm. 

FRANK WILLIAMS : Can you just make the pain go away? 

PAUL ARNSTEIN: Well, you know, (chuckles) I once had this magic dust that I could 
sprinkle over patients and the pain would miraculously go away, but it’s on back-order. 
I’ll get it to you as soon as it comes in. But no, 
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the Mass General Hospital Institute of Health Professions and an independent pain 
educator and consultant. Dr. Arnstein, welcome back to our podcast.  

PAUL ARNSTEIN: Thank you for having me back.  

KRISTIN COLSON:  So, it seems this is a complicated case. Do you often see patients 
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